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Conflicting information on our Operation Goals specification and the Late 
arrival of our Mechanical Dept. Foreman caused us to start changing over the 
switch machines at the west end of the RD yard which will all work out OK 
anyway because the elect dept crew sez they can get it all in and operational 
by next operatin night. The control is from the existing panel drawer already 
mounted in the table and it's only a wireing job. The operational goals indicate, 
the control is from panel B, not yet installed, so this part of the goals is wrong 
too. According to the goals we should have finished off the Passenger Terminal 
first, if you read it one way, and finished it up ready for September operation. 
Then wired up the west RDY after Panel B was installed and ready to operate in 
November. Looks to me like doin the RDY first is a better deal because it's 
involved in our current time table and the Passenger Terminal is not. We'll wind 
both jobs up long ahead of schedule anyway, so departments won't wind up in 
each others way waitin, so alls OK. 

Devaney is hacking, literally, away at Drawer B (or <D which is a confusing 
issue in itself because Jeffery's print sez B but his goals say C) and as you well 
know, Geo will have this done soon. 

Van got new track layed around the loop so the derailing over there should be 
taken care of now, but there still remains the problems at the loop switch which 
has always been a touchy spot also. 

Les is workin on the track work over at Deka Industrial and steady progress is 
happening over there. 

Lorin was in and whipped up a sketch of the elevated trolley over the west 
RDY and thats all gonna look pretty sharp when it gets in. Trouble is , how we 
gonna get it in. 

Hit one problem, which is an old one that held up some work and so without 
identifying the problem a more general statement is in order. Quote "if you 
have taken anything away from the club or are working on something which 
someone else may be counting on at the next meeting and you find you will not 
be $t the meeting call either the club or the proper person so they can either 
come pick it up from you or plan their work another way." Unquote. 

Deka and Devaney have now processed a clean up assignment and both say 
its a pushover, that the spec makes it look tough but when you're into it, it goes 
easy. As far as helpers^go,Ebletn so far,was asked to help and never showed. 
I'll bet he's got a good story cooked up as of now and I'll bet it gets better by 
the time he arrives at the next meetin. I wonder if he'll be able to sell us on it. 

Short business meetin next week so if you know you can't make it get your proxy 
in. 
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9 July 1971 

Dear John: 

When I talked with you the other evening about what's up next in project work, I was 
wrong. The switch machines at the west end of RDY are not on the schedule for July. 
I got my schedule back from Van, and have printed it up. A copy for your personal use 
is enclosed. There is also a copy posted on the bulleting board. 

As you will note scheduled next is item 3, the relays in thr FT throat. What I 
intend here is to replace existing relays that have given us problems. These are 
right under the throat at the west end og Block 141. They are quite obvious under 
the table. They are old relays, and have never worked correctly. They need replaced 
with the KRP-11DG and tube bases. 

The drawing showing all of this is E-3006. The repays are quite obvious for the 
crossing. There are little circles numbers which represent the pole pin numbers for 
each repay. There are also the wire numbers. On the existing repays there are also 
some unwanted jumbers to make it work. 

You will find on the desk, or see Van, at least one tube base that has wire numbers 
already affixed to the proper positions. The other base should be around somewhere. 
Maybe Jeff got into it in wiring the Freight Yard A Panel, although it is not installed 
therein. If you cannot find it, take another and apply the proper wire numbers. Then 
install the two bases and install the two relays. 

This is no big project except that this part of the wiring was very early wiring and 
is rather messy. I will leave to you any amount of straightening up you want to do. 

Once finished with the relays you may proceed to item 4b. Check out all the switch 
machines in the throat and wire up to blocks any that require same. I think all SM's are 
in but you had better check against the drawing. E-3011 is the key drawing, and I beleive 
E-3007 is the throat drawing. Weve get some work here, so tackle it at your convenience. 

I will see you on the 21st. 

Sincerely, 


